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In this paper a language translation system based on conceptual structure is described. The conceptual structure is extended from case grammar from practical viewpoints. The conceptual structure is composed of concepts and relations among them; in our system, a given Japanese text is transformed into conceptual structure, and then an English text is generated from it.
In this paper, the needs and benefits in introducing conceptual structure as intermediate representation are discussed, and then the construct of conceptual Structure, and in what way our system utilizes it in a translation process are described.
I. Introduction
It is believed that, in the course of development of present information society, the amount of documents, such as technical writings, correspondences, to be exchanged in every international community has become huge. This great amount of documents have to be translated since no unique universal language is available.
But obviously, there is a definite limitation on translation speed by hand.
This situation urges on us the importance of development of a machine translation system. Around 1960 when computers were becoming widely used, various experimental studies were done on machine translation.
However In a case where a concept in one language does not correspond to one in other language, it is supposedly possible to express such a concept with other concepts in another language.
In this sence, we can assume every concept has universality so that it is always possible to find a word or a phrase representing a given concept.
As illustrated in fig. 2 , in a translation process from language A into B, conceptual structure is constructed from concepts in A, and subsequently is represented with language B.
There also exists reverse process, namely from B into A.
Some concepts of a language may not fit in any concept of the other one. In this case, it is translated by paraphrasing with available concepts. Apparently correct translation cannot be expected only with information of 'surface structure'.
Thus concept~aI structure plays an important role for translation, but incorporating it into a machine translation system will bring out difficulties, such as how to extract meanings out of sentences, and how to represent meanings in conceptural structure.
Nevertheless, we do consider our approach is better than transfer approach, because the latter might involve much more complex treatment, as discussed later.
From the above arguments and the fact that our approach is closer to the process we human beings use, we believe ours is more practical and promising than transfer approach.
Usefulness of Conceptual Structure
In what follows, advantages in adopting conceptual structure as an intermediate language for a machine translation system are described.
Separation of Syntax and Semantics
In On the other hand, our approach has only single conceptual structure, so it only requires to add analysis and synthesis procedures for one distinct language (although in our approach, concepts which constitutes conceptural structure might be defined somewhat differently, we believe most of concepts are common). This is one of the advantages over transfer approach in translation among many languages.
Conceptual Structure
The meaning of a sentence is expressed by concepts represented by words or phrases, and relations among them. The concept is what is recognized by us abstracting general factors in events and objects (abstraction), but excluding pecurialities to each of them (subtraction).
In our model, a node represents a concept, and an arc represents a relation beween concepts. This constitutes a network representing conceptual structure, and we also call such a network conceptual structure. That is, the possibility to construct a translation system depends on the level of concepts.
For example, "~I~~,~ a ~ %~ < ~<. "
can be expressed with several levels of concepts: i) let "~ (kare:he)", "{~(sensei: teacher)", and " ~'9 ~ ~ % ~ < ~ < (iukoto wo yoku KIKu: De loyal to, obey)" be concepts, 2) separate "~,9 a ~ % ~ < ~< " into "~9(say)", "a ~(thing)", "~ <(frequently)", and "~<(listen and obey)". 3) further, separate a verb " " into primitive elements as Schank has done 3 as illustrated in fig. 3 , where "
" is defined to satisfy one's mind by directing ears toward him.
In the third method, however, although the model is cleared up because of limited primitives, it is not guaranteed that any meaning could be expressed with them. It seems that we could not even know how to choose primitives to express a wide class of meanings.
Furthermore, difficulties in sentence synthesis seem to be a barrier for practical use.
In addition, when people extract conceptrual structure out of a text in process of translation, they do not seem to separate each concept into elements.
From these observations, the above third level of concepts has been rejected for our model.
On the other hand, the oposite direction in terms of level, that is, to introduce compound concepts (usually to represent more complicated concepts) into conceptual structure will make context available from sentences be hidden behind them. Nevertheless, compound concepts are allowed in our system because availability of arbitrary level of concepts enables the system to handle idiomatic expressions and other compound expressions in s straighforward way ---without transforming them into complicated conceptual network (this advantage is also recognized in transfer approach).
As an example, a concept network for ~a~, " is depicted in fig. 4 . What this figure explains are:
There is "~7(show)" as in a class of verb whose tense is present, and the place where it occurs is explained by "~(table)"; the object of '~#show)" is a concept of "~[~(specification)", and it is connected to "LSI" by a 'theme' relation; "LSI" is an object of verbial concept'i~(use)" , and has 'aspect' relation of continuation; "gx 9/,(system)" has 'modifying' relation of " ~:(this)" when generating an English sentence, passive voice is used when actor is omitted in a concept network.
Translation Procedure
Our translation procedure is illustrated in fig. 5 , and is described in the following.
First, the system inputs a Japanese sentence and separates it into 'bunsetsu's, then analyzes relations among them to obtain which 'bunsetsu' modifies which 'bunsets' This information represents the syntax structure of the sentence, and is output in a form of 'bunsetsu'- For recognition of each word (see 2 of fig.6 ), we use adjunctive condition of words; in a Japanese sentence, "~=~%S~y~(watashi ga kate ni hon wo ageta: I gave him a book)", " 9~ " can follow "watashi", and "9~" can be followed by "~". That structural information decides the kind of syntax role, such as subject, object, compliment, to be put on an arc.
In this phrase structure, verb, adjective, or noun is put on a node, and conjunction, preposition, or relations (such as "which", "where") is put on an arc.
Synthesis of English Sentence
In accordance to syntactical information given in English phrase structure, English sentence is generated from English phrases put on arcs and nodes. In this process, verb, adjective, adverb, and noun are modified to fit in with a sentence to generate; for exampie, verb "see" is modified to "saw" if tense is specified so.
Conclusion
An experiment of our system on 10 pages text from a computer system manual (approximately 230 sentences included) is currently under way.
The results so far is farely good and we would like to comment on this after the data is collected.
One of the possible extension of our system is an automated abstraction system, that is, to generate an abstract on a given text.
To do that, we need to
